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Overview 
This document briefly describes the planned direction of the release of IHS Petra Standard 2016 Hot 
Fix 1 (3.10.1). The focus of this release covers: 

• Bug fixes 

Disclaimer to Customers 
This document is for information purposes only. IHS reserves the right to change any or all of the 
following: 

• Release date 
• Direction plan for the release 
• List of features included in the final release 

Questions 
If you have any questions, please contact IHS Customer Care: 

Phone: 1-800-IHS-CARE (447-2273) 
Email: CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com   
Licensing Issues: Petralicensing@ihsmarkit.com  

mailto:CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com?subject=Petra%202016
mailto:Petralicensing@ihsmarkit.com?subject=Petra%20licensing
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Bug Fixes 
Hot Fix 1 (November 2016) 
Petra Standard 2016 HF1 includes the following client-reported bug fixes: 

Module Description Case 
Main LAS Batch importer no longer stops or skips wells 1230510 

Cross section Smart pick now works correctly  1229304 

Direct Connect Fault cut 'missing section' data loads correctly from DC 1229935 
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IHS™ Petra® 2016 v3.10.0 Release Notes 
Overview 

This document describes the direction plan for the release of IHS Petra 2016 Standard (v 3.10.0). 
The focus of this release covers: 

• Product enhancements 
• Bug fixes 

Disclaimer to Customers 
This document is for information purposes only. IHS reserves the right to change any or all of the 
following: 

• Release date 
• Direction plan for the release 
• List of features included in the final release 

Questions 
If you have any questions, please contact IHS Customer Care: 

Phone: 1-800-IHS-CARE (447-2273) 
Email: CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com   
Licensing Issues: Petralicensing@ihsmarkit.com  

General 

Louisiana Production ID Updates – Action Required 
IHS is transforming its legacy Production Data Accumulation system to deliver production 
data in a more accurate and timely manner. IHS began building this new system in 2008 
and went live with Colorado Production Data in July 2009. Since then, we have completed 
and implemented additional Rocky Mountain States including Arizona, Montana, Nevada, 
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. Since the transition, we are now 
able to syndicate Rocky Mountain Production data to customers on a weekly, and in some 
cases, daily basis.  

The Louisiana production data released in February, 2016 has significant modifications, 
offering many new benefits and advantages to customers. IHS strives to be proactive with 
solutions as a result this data update is not related to any specific Petra release. Please 
download the document below to learn more about actions you will need to take as a Petra 
user. 

Download the Petra project preparation document! 

  

mailto:CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com?subject=Petra%202016
mailto:Petralicensing@ihsmarkit.com?subject=Petra%20licensing
https://petraftp.ihsenergy.com/Petra%20-%20Handling%20Changes%20for%20the%20Louisiana%20Production%20Data.pdf
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Flexible License Manager Update 
Customers that are implementing Flexera’s LmTools/Lmgrd as the license manager for 3.8.x will need 
to update to the newer LmAdmin license manager. Petra 2016 Standard requires Flexera’s LmAdmin 
license manager with upgraded daemon (IHS.exe). This implementation is required for flexible, 
network licensees prior to updating to Petra 2016. For customers that have already implemented 
LmAdmin, a new license (IHS.lic) may be required and will be provided upon request. Customers with 
stand-alone bitlock licenses (USB) require no action as bitlocks are compatible with any version of 
Petra. Please refer to the LmAdmin Installation Guide for instructions. 

Backward Compatibility 
Petra updates periodically contain changes and additions to the database tables. If an updated 
version of Petra is used to access a shared project, older versions of Petra will no longer be able to 
access that project. All Petra seats within an organization should be updated at the same time. If the 
organization prefers to test new versions of Petra before general release to all users, testing should 
be done using dedicated test projects rather than projects that the organization wants to be 
accessible to older versions of Petra. 

Software Download Capability  
An electronic download of this new release is available from the IHS Petra Software Download page. 
From the Petra main menu select Help > Petra Download Web Site. Select the product you want to 
download and save the update file. After downloading the update, close Petra before installing. For 
the network version, all users must exit Petra before the update can be installed. 

If you do not have an internet connection and need to obtain the Petra update on physical media, 
contact IHS at petralicensing@ihs.com.    

Requirements 

Minimum Hardware Requirement 
• 64-bit dual-core machine 
• 12 GB of physical RAM 
• 512 Mb of video RAM with OpenGL acceleration 

Supported Workstation OS 
• Windows 7 and 10 
• Windows XP 32-bit 

Note: Windows 8 is not supported 

Supported Server OS 
• Windows Server 2008 64-bit  
• Windows Server 2012 R2 

Note: Multiple servers can be deployed in your environment to accommodate large numbers  
of users. 

https://petraftp.ihsenergy.com/Petra_LmAdmin_Installation_Guide.pdf
mailto:petralicensing@ihs.com
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Server Recommendations 
IHS recommends that you store the database files on a network server. See the PETRA – Usage in 
Large Multiuser Environments document for details. 

Terminal Services Implementation 
IHS has documented remarkable performance improvements in multi-user Petra environments when 
Petra is deployed on a terminal server (e.g. Microsoft’s Remote Desktop) using local disk 
storage.  Under such conditions, network traffic to enable multi-user file sharing of Petra’s database 
files is eliminated, and users achieve unparalleled efficiency and satisfaction.  

IHS has fully documented, certified and supports such an implementation.  We encourage you to 
contact IHS Customer Care for more information.  We are happy to schedule professionals to come 
to your office to install, test and certify this Petra environment for you. 

Download the Terminal Services Implementation white paper. 

Best Practices 
If you are storing your projects on your local hard drive, obtain an NTFS formatted drive large enough 
to store all of your projects. Backing up your data is critical. Remember to also use a backup device 
(tape drive, USB Disk Drive, DVD writer capable of spanning) in case of an internal drive failure. 

Enhancements 
Petra Standard 2016 version 3.10.0 includes the following enhancements:  

Area Description 

Main Floating tabs—Main Module tabs can be undocked and displayed in separate floating 
windows allowing multiple tabs to be displayed simultaneously. Floating tabs can be 
moved, sized or minimized as needed. 

Map The map now supports Kingdom flex gridding. 

Cross Section • Dual cross sections—create and display two cross sections simultaneously 
• Quick Start wizard—new wizard provides a single dialog to select and assign 

display options for existing tops, logs, and raster’s for each well in the cross section. 
• New Tops Display Options dialog for selecting and defining tops display attributes. 

Direct Connect • Digital Logs—additional filter options and save/load templates to better manage 
imported data 

• Well Data—additional data types supported, e.g. Regulatory API 

 

  

https://petraftp.ihsenergy.com/Terminal_Services_Implementation_of_Petra_Standard.pdf
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Bug Fixes 
Petra Standard 2016 version 3.10.0 contains the following bug fixes: 

Module Description Case 
Main Right clicking on hyperlink in "text item or remark" in a zone item no 

longer pastes hyperlink to other cells. 
1138532 

LogARC path can now be configured using a variable. 1145090 

Batch LAS import now correctly applies the "Convert Porosity to 
Decimal" option. 

1160415 

Extract IP Test Treatment no longer fails. 1171585 

Compute > Copy tops from source, now works if the tops must also be 
created. 

1124569 

Footages, " Use first Curve that covers depth interval"  now working 1096924 

EZ loader no longer fails when loading 298 injection file 1054779 

Actual TVD is correctly downloaded from Direct Connect now 1190693 

Map 
 

The Layer Rename button of the Overlay Pref and Layers now 
functions properly. 

1079961 

Log Map > Top Tab clear all now functions correctly. 1190152 

Reordering posted data no longer causes selected attributes to be 
applied to other tops 

1089220 

Kingdom Flex Gridding now supported in Petra 1188587 

Preference and Layers - Group view buttons now resize correctly  1113005 

Kingdom Flex Gridding now supports control points 1188587 

Cross Section Rendering time faster. 1157609 

 Cross Section tops render correctly when survey is in feet and the 
project is on meters. 

1081940 

Cross Section Depth labels on deviated wells correctly honor settings 1095356 

 The depths constraints in either stratigraphic or structure mode now 
applied to the liner 

1100974 

 Tops now displaying correctly in stratigraphic mode 1125649 

 The last depth label on a deviated well plots correctly 1127304/ 
1156580 

 TVD mode last directional survey point no longer ignored 1180868 

 Clicking Replace button when changing cross over shading on a log 
track now updates as expected. 

1180868 

 Repeat Top Mode now activates when "Draw tops after log curves" is 
active 

278217 

 Cross section correctly shows source when using Name[Src] = Value 885894 
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